Undergraduate Commencement Exercises Program, May 19, 2012 by unknown
• •
One Hundred and Forty-ninth 
Commencement Ceremony
saturday, may 19, 2012
a most cordial welcome is extended to relatives, friends, 
faculty members, alumni, administrators, and staff 
who gather here to celebrate the 149th Commencement of 
Bryant University.
Please Note:
standing in the aisles is not permitted under section 23-28. 19-9 of the R.I. Health and 
safety Code.
Welcome
academic procession
flag bearers
Bryant University Army ROTC Color Guard
class flag
Bryant University extends its gratitude to the late George J. Kelley ’39, ’69H, Honorary trustee 
emeritus, for his generosity in providing ongoing financial support for the purchase and display of
each graduating class flag. the 2012 Class Flag was designed by seniors from the student alumni 
association: Joshua Ballance, Katlyn Joraskie, tiffany Marino, sarah Perlman, Courtney taylor, and
Breanna Weaver. sean Martell also assisted with the artwork for the flag.  
the Class of 2012 sought to create a flag that depicts members of their class as loyal and committed
citizens of both our campus and the global community. the design prominently features the archway,
Bryant’s most beloved symbol, which students do not walk through until Commencement day. Paw
prints, which represent the Bulldog, our mascot, lead up to the gate of the archway. shoe prints,
which begin on the other side, denote graduating seniors as they begin the next chapter of their lives.
the flag illustrates the lasting impression that the class has made on campus as Bryant Bulldogs, as 
well as the significant impact they will make in the world.
marshals
Chief Marshal, Professor Shirley Wilson
Graduate Marshal, Professor Jeffrey Cabusao
Graduate Marshal, Professor Mary Lyons
Graduate Marshal, Professor Janet Prichard
Faculty Marshal, Professor Gaytha Langlois
Faculty Marshal, Professor Judy Barrett Litoff
Platform Marshal, Professor Charles Cullinan
Platform Marshal, Professor Jonsung Kim
university mace bearer
Professor Joseph Ilacqua
the national anthem
Soloist: Rocina Dalzell ’13
the audience is requested to remain standing through the Invocation.
invocation
The Reverend Father Robert L. Marciano
Bryant University Catholic Chaplain
Program
presiding
Ronald K. Machtley
President of Bryant University
convening of the 149th commencement
Michael E. Fisher ’67
Chair of the Board of Trustees, Bryant University
conferring of honorary degrees
Ronald K. Machtley
citations
Keith Murray, Ph.D.
Professor of Marketing
honorary degree recipients trustee presenters
Jeffrey D. Sachs Janice Wilbur Sullivan
Claudio Del Vecchio Donald R. Quattrucci ’83
Nina Zolt Joanna T. Lau ’97H
hooding of honorary degree recipients
José-Marie Griffiths, Ph.D.
Vice President for Academic Affairs
commencement address
Jeffrey D. Sachs
reserve officers’ training corps commissioning service
Ronald K. Machtley LTC James J. Tuite
commissioning candidates
a commission as a second lieutenant in the United states army, air Force, or Marine Corps is presented 
to each graduate who has met the high physical, mental, and moral standards of the Reserve officers’
training Corps and is prepared to accept the challenge of leadership while serving our nation.
United States Air Force
Amy Susan Newkirk
United States Army
Brendan Heller, Kenneth R. Rayner II, Kyle David Ribeiro, Patrick Alexander Shea
United States Marine Corps
John Robert Mitton
student charge
Alexsa A. Marino
conferral of degrees
presentation of commencement and senior service awards
Ronald K. Machtley
José-Marie Griffiths
J. Thomas Eakin, Ed.D., Vice President for Student Affairs, Dean of Students
Candidates are introduced by faculty members from their respective departments.
alumni greetings
Jennifer Parkhurst ’97, ’06 MBA
President, National Alumni Council
Bryant University Alumni Association
benediction
The Reverend Philip Devens 
Bryant University Protestant Chaplain
adjournment of the 149th commencement ceremony
Michael E. Fisher 
recession
We ask that you kindly remain in place until the platform members and faculty have left the 
Commencement area.
Please join your fellow graduates, families, faculty members, and staff for refreshments following the
ceremony in the Heidi and Walter stepan Grand Hall of the George e. Bello Center for Information
and technology.
international flags
To welcome new alumni from other cultures, graduates from foreign countries are invited to exchange their
native flags with President Machtley.
senior class gift
Graduates with red ribbons on their tassels have contributed to the 2012 Senior Class Gift.
the anna m. & jere st. angelo ’61 accounting awards 
Philip A. Brady III Martin Charles McGeehan
these awards are presented to two graduating seniors in accounting who have demonstrated a high
level of achievement, are in the top 10 percent of their class, are residents of an urban area, and will
enter a career in public accounting.
the female senior scholar-athlete of the year award 
Martha Summers Chapman
this award is presented to the female senior student-athlete with the highest overall grade point 
average.
the male senior scholar-athlete of the year award
Andrés Orobitg Miranda
this award is presented to the male senior student-athlete with the highest overall grade point average. 
the bryant university good citizenship award 
Joshua Steven Grolman
this award is presented to a graduating senior who has demonstrated the qualities of sincerity and 
vigorous industry in the interest of good citizenship and who has, by example, furthered better 
government both on and off campus.
the communication department award 
Katie Marie Colton 
this award is presented to a graduating senior for outstanding achievement and exceptional compe-
tency in all of the contemporary communication arts.  
the computer information systems department award 
Molly Elizabeth Herring
this award is presented annually to a graduating senior with a concentration in computer information
systems who has excelled academically, enriched his or her computer information systems education
through meaningful work experience, and demonstrated an unselfish attitude toward others through
active involvement in organizations, clubs, or events. 
Commencement Awards
the delta sigma pi scholarship key
Kelly A. Cocco
this award is presented to the graduating senior with the highest cumulative academic average toward
a degree in business administration or economics.
the environmental science leadership award 
Joseph Eller Liljegren
this award is presented to an outstanding graduating senior in environmental science who has excelled
in the classroom and laboratory, exhibited leadership in initiatives for improving sustainability at the
University, and shown potential for valuable contributions to the environmental field.  
excellence in applied psychology department award 
Jazmin Cabree Stoner
this award is presented to a graduating senior for outstanding achievement in the study of applied 
psychology. 
the excellence in biology award
Kristie Elizabeth Aicardi
this award is presented to a graduating senior in biology who has exhibited excellence in the classroom
and research laboratory, shown care and concern about world health problems, and demonstrated a 
potential for outstanding contributions in the field of biological science.  
the excellence in economics award
Joshua Anthony Ballance
this award is presented to a graduating senior with the highest grade point average in the major.
the george j. kelley award
Martin Charles McGeehan Daniel C. Webb
this award is presented to a graduating senior who has completed at least 102 credits at Bryant and 
is recognized and honored for having the highest cumulative grade point average at the end of the fall
semester. 
the george m. parks award 
Katie Marie Colton
this award is presented to a graduating senior whose recognized leadership qualities have significantly 
enhanced the reputation of the University.
the history/social sciences department awards
Jason Curtis Fortin (global studies) Julien Dumont (legal studies)
Amanda Marie Howard (sociology) Nicole Virginia Murphy (political science)
these awards are presented to graduating seniors for their outstanding achievement in the study of global
studies, legal studies, political science, and sociology.
the jack h. rubens leadership in finance award 
Daniel C. Webb
this award is presented to a graduating senior who has demonstrated outstanding performance in 
academics, service to the finance department, and enthusiasm and leadership in extracurricular activities
related to finance.   
the jack h. rubens leadership in financial services award 
Christopher J. Bekel
this award is presented to a graduating senior who has demonstrated outstanding performance in academ-
ics, service to the finance department, and enthusiasm and leadership in extracurricular activities related to
financial services.   
the jeremiah clark barber award
Christian Lee Shiveley
this award is presented to the graduating senior who has shown the most consistent academic improve-
ment resulting in Dean’s list recognition.
the john hancock insurance company award
Rebecca Christine Orsini David Ross Griffin
this award is presented to two graduating seniors who have demonstrated superior achievement in the
study of actuarial mathematics.
the kappa tau brotherhood award
Justin L. Trelegan
this award is presented to a graduating senior who has exhibited outstanding brotherhood/sisterhood and
leadership in promoting policies beneficial to the University and the entire student body. the award is
given by the Phi Kappa tau Fraternity.
the leander francis emin endowed homestead award 
Martha Summers Chapman
this award is presented to a graduating senior who has achieved scholastic excellence in accounting. It
was inaugurated by the family of leander Francis emin, Bryant alumnus of the Class of 1907, to
honor his memory and his birthplace and home – the 1708 House and the entire emin homestead,
farm, and airport – which now have become the campus of his alma mater.
the literary and cultural studies award
Emily Leah Swaine
this award is presented to a graduating senior for outstanding achievement in, and a strong commit-
ment to, the study of literature and cultural studies.
the modern languages department award 
Makena Sage
this award is presented to a graduate with exceptional competency in the study of a language other
than english.
the pell medal for united states history award
Jason Curtis Fortin
this medal is presented to a graduating senior who has displayed excellence in the study of United
states history. the late Honorable Claiborne de Borda Pell created this medal to honor the memory of
his father, the late Herbert C. Pell, statesman and diplomat, who served the United states as ambassador
to Hungary and Minister to Portugal.
the reserve officers’ training corps achievement award
Kenneth R. Rayner II
this award is presented to a graduating senior who has excelled in military science studies and other
courses, and who has shown superior leadership potential in the military science program and in 
extracurricular activities.
the rhode island society of certified public 
accountants award
Kelly A. Cocco
this award is presented to a graduating senior who, in the opinion of the accounting faculty, has
demonstrated excellence in accounting studies and intends to pursue a career in public accounting.
the roger w. babson award
Chirayu Shailesh Patel
this award is presented to a graduating senior who has become distinguished within the University
community because of character, orderly mind, sound judgment, and systematic business habits.
the sas institute award
Colleen Marie Johnson Zachary Gary Suter
this award is presented to two bachelor’s degree candidates who have demonstrated superior achieve-
ment in the study of applied mathematics and statistics and have successfully completed coursework
involving the application of sas statistical software in their data analysis.
the student senate service awards
Christopher William Brida Caraline Webber Moholland
Joshua  Steven Grolman Makena Sage
Rohan Laungani Taryn Marie Smith
the target corporation bryant student chapter of shrm 
management department commencement award
Meagan Casey Brennan
Katarzyna Davidson Rokos
Jenee Denirra Walker
this award is presented to three outstanding graduating seniors who are members of the Bryant chap-
ter of the society for Human Resource Management (sHRM). It is presented to individuals who have
demonstrated academic excellence, a passion for the field of Human Resource Management (HRM) as
a future career, and an appreciation for the importance of the HRM function in domestic and global
corporations.
Jeffrey D. Sachs, Ph.D.
Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters
Jeffrey D. sachs, director of the earth Institute, Quetelet Professor of
sustainable Development, and Professor of Health Policy and Man-
agement at Columbia University, will deliver the keynote address 
to graduating seniors and guests at the Undergraduate Commence-
ment. sachs is widely considered to be the leading international eco-
nomic advisor of his generation. For more than 20 years, he has been
at the forefront of the challenges of economic development, poverty 
alleviation, and enlightened globalization. He is also one of the lead-
ing voices for combining economic development with environmental sustainability.
sachs currently serves as special advisor to United Nations secretary-General Ban Ki-moon, and was
previously director of the United Nations Millennium Project and special advisor to U.N. secretary-
General Kofi annan on the Millennium Development Goals. He is a research associate of the National
Bureau of economic Research, a member of the Brookings panel of economists and the board of advi-
sors of the Chinese economists society, the author of best-selling Common Wealth: Economics for a
Crowded Planet and The End of Poverty, and a syndicated columnist published in more than 50 coun-
tries.
He is the recipient of numerous awards and honors, including membership in the Institute of Medi-
cine, the american academic academy of arts and sciences, Harvard society of Fellows, and the Fel-
lows of the World econometric society. In 2007, he received the Cardozo Journal of Conflict Resolution
International advocate for Peace award, as well as the Padma Bhushan, a high civilian honor bestowed
by the Indian government.
sachs received a B.a. from Harvard College and M.a. and Ph.D. degrees from Harvard University.
Honorary Degree Recipients
Honorary Degree Recipients
Claudio Del Vecchio
Honorary Doctor of Business Administration
International business entrepreneur and industry leader Claudio Del 
Vecchio is the chairman and chief executive officer of Brooks Brothers
Group, Inc., a premier retail and manufacturing group that includes
Brooks Brothers, southwick, and Carolee Designs. He is also executive 
director of luxottica Group, the world's largest eyewear manufacturer.
as a young child, Del Vecchio helped his father in the luxottica eyeglass
factory in agordo, Italy, learning virtually every area of manufacturing. 
at the age of 24, he established the company’s first direct distribution 
organization outside of Italy. He came to the United states in 1982 and was instrumental in transforming
the company into a premier factory-direct eyewear organization. through luxottica’s purchase of the
United states shoe Company in 1995, they acquired lenscrafters and the Casual Corner Group stores, 
later renamed Retail Brand alliance, Inc.
among his many awards and distinctions, Del Vecchio has been recognized for his business acumen as
"Man of the Year" by the International association of Clothing Designers and executives, and for his 
extensive philanthropic work including the establishment of the Golden Fleece Foundation, a Brooks
Brothers charity that has raised millions on behalf of prominent national charities.
He currently serves on many boards, including luxottica Group s.p.a., the National Retail Federation, 
and the International Council of the Preservation society of Newport County.
Nina Zolt
Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters
Nina Zolt is the co-founder and chief learning officer at ePals Inc., the
leading education media company and social media learning network.
ePals is currently in use in more than 300,000 schools, nearly 800,000
classrooms, and by many millions of users in all 200 countries and 
territories. Her work in education has focused on improving learning 
opportunities for all students in a digital age.
Zolt has extensive experience as an education activist, entertainment
lawyer, digital media executive, and designer of digital learning products.
early in her career she worked at aBC, NBC, Capital Records, and Kaleida (a joint venture between apple
and IBM). she created In2Books, ePals’ flagship curriculum-based eMentoring program for low-income
student. she is the lead author of the In2Books Genre Guides and a co-author of Getting Children
In2Books: engagement in authentic Reading, Writing and thinking (Phi Delta Kappan, 2007). 
she served as a member of the Washington, D.C., advisory board of directors for teach for america and 
the board of trustees of the Carnegie Foundation for the advancement of teaching. she was also an 
advisory board member for the International Reading association. she has an a.B. from the University 
of Pennsylvania and a J.D. from Boston University school of law. she received an honorary doctorate 
from National-louis University in 2004.
the 2012 Bryant University Commencement honors certified graduates and degree 
candidates who are scheduled to complete coursework by July 31, 2012. Honors are 
tentatively calculated as of the completion of the 2011 fall semester.
Code Key
Δ Alpha Kappa Delta graduates wear teal, double-twined cords with their academic robes.
ß Beta Gamma Sigma graduates wear blue and gold cords with their academic robes.
hp Honors Program graduates wear gold sashes with their academic robes.
Λ Lamda Pi Eta graduates wear red and white cords with their academic robes.
µ  Mu Sigma Rho graduates wear royal blue double honor cords with their academic robes. 
O Omicron Delta Epsilon graduates wear green and white cords with their academic robes.
K Omicron Delta Kappa graduates wear blue and white cords with their academic robes.
Φ Phi Alpha Theta graduates wear red satin sashes with a light blue insignia with their 
academic robes.
π Pi Sigma Alpha graduates wear a medallion with their academic robes.
Ψ  Psi Chi graduates wear blue and gold honor cords with their academic robes.
* Commissioned Second Lt., U.S. Army, ROTC Program
Degree Information
aeCo applied economics
aCG accounting
aM actuarial Mathematics
aMs applied Mathematics and 
statistics
aPsY applied Psychology
asC applied statistics
CHNC Chinese Concentration
CoM Communication
eCoC economics Concentration
eNt entrepreneurship
FIN Finance
HIsC History
IBeN International Business: 
entrepreneurship
lCC literary and Cultural studies 
Concentration
MCHN Chinese Major
MeCI economics: International Political 
economic track
MGt Management
MKt Marketing
MlCs literary and Cultural studies Major
PlsC Political science Concentration
PlW Politics and law
soCC sociology Concentration
soRs sociology: social Research track
sPNC spanish Concentration
sPtC sport studies Concentration
Program Minors (listed in lower case)
(aamm) applied actuarial mathematics
(apst) applied statistics
(biot) biotechnology
(busm) business administration
(chn) Chinese
(comm) communication
(cism) computer information systems
(ecom) economics
(entm) entrepreneurship
(envs) environmental science
(finm) finance
(fren) French
(fstm) film studies
(gscm) global supply chain management
(hism) history
(hrmm) human resource management
(inb) international business
(infm) international affairs
(itam) Italian 
(lals) latin america latina/o studies
(lcsm) literary and cultural studies
(lgls) legal studies
(math) mathematics
(mgtm) management
(mktm) marketing
(mwch) minor-waived Chinese
(mwfr) minor-waived French
(mwit) minor-waived Italian
(mwsp) minor-waived spanish
(pols) political science
(psy) psychology
(soc) sociology
(sslm) sociology and service learning
(span) spanish
(wgsm) women, gender, and sexuality 
studies 
Double concentrations / majors (listed in ALL CAPS)
Students at Bryant University who have distinguished
themselves through academic performance wear gold
honor cords with their academic robes.
academic honors
special recognition is accorded those who show dis-
tinction in academic achievement. Honors may be
awarded on the basis of 
cumulative averages, as follows: Cum Laude (with
honors – GPa of 3.30), Magna Cum Laude (with
high honors – GPa of 3.55), and Summa Cum
Laude (with highest honors – GPa of 3.80). 
students must have completed sixty (60) semester
hours of course work at Bryant University to be 
eligible for honors.
honor societies
Δ Alpha Kappa Delta – to be eligible for member-
ship, students must have at least junior-year stand-
ing, an overall GPa and a sociology GPa of at least
3.0, be in the top 35 percent of their class, and have
completed a minimum of four courses in sociology.
ß  Beta Gamma Sigma – this is the highest 
national recognition a student can receive in an 
undergraduate program in a business or management
program accredited by aaCsB International – the
association to advance Collegiate schools of Busi-
ness. Members must have earned a cumulative GPa
of 3.5 and rank in the upper 10 percent of the 
second-semester junior class, upper 10 percent of 
the senior class, or top 20 percent of the graduating
master’s class.
hp  Honors Program – to be recognized as an 
Honors Program graduate, each member must have
successfully completed a minimum of seven honors
courses in addition to a capstone senior honors proj-
ect and must earn a cumulative grade point average
of at least 3.4 and an Honors GPa of 3.2.
Λ Lambda Pi Eta – to be eligible for membership,
students must have completed at least 12 hours of
communication courses, have a GPa of at least 3.25,
and be in the upper 35 percent of the graduating
class.
µ Mu Sigma Rho – to be eligible for induction in
Mu sigma Rho, a student must be a junior or senior,
have completed eight semester hours of statistics
courses (of which at least five semester hours must be
at the junior level or higher), have a 3.25 GPa in all
statistics courses, and be in the top third of the class in
all coursework. 
O Omicron Delta Epsilon – to be eligible for
membership, a student must have chosen economics
for his or her major field of concentration, have 
attained a cumulative average of 3.0 or higher in a
minimum of four economics courses, and have 
received the recommendation of the economics 
department.
K Omicron Delta Kappa – to be eligible for 
membership, a student must be a junior or senior
recognized for excellence in academics (top 35 
percent of the class), athletics, community service,
mass media, or the performing arts. all members are
nominated by current members of the society.
Φ Phi Alpha Theta – to be eligible for membership, 
a student must earn a minimum GPa of 3.1 in at least
12 semester hours in History and an overall GPa of
3.0, and must also be in the top 35 percent of their
class.
π Pi Sigma Alpha – to be eligible for membership,
students must have completed a minimum of 12
semester hours of political science courses with a 
minimum GPa of 3.3, as well as an overall minimum
GPa of 3.3.
Ψ  Psi Chi – to be eligible for membership, 
students must have an overall GPa that is in the 
top 35 percent of their class, have earned an overall
grade point average of at least 3.0 and must have a
cumulative average that is at least 3.0 in their 
Psychology courses. Membership is limited to 
applied Psychology majors who are at least juniors
and have taken a minimum of nine hours of 
psychology.
Graduation Honors and 
Honor Societies
Degree Candidates
college of arts and sciences
bachelor of arts
Applied Psychology
Kristin Kathleen Castellano,
(busm), (soc), Cum Laude, Ψ
laura anne DeBlock, (busm),
Cum Laude, Ψ
stanwood Peter Dolph, (busm)                         
Naa aku atswei Dua, (busm),
(fren), Magna Cum Laude      
Megan e. Gonsalves, (busm),
(soc)                       
Chelsea F. Greene, (busm), (soc),
Cum Laude Δ Ψ
shirley Natalie Hernandez,
(busm), (lgls)                        
Colleen elizabeth Higgins,
(busm), (lgls), Cum Laude
Ψ
Desirée elaine Jewett, (busm),
(soc)    
Kaitlin Christine Mylod, soCC,
(busm)                         
Riti C. Nayyar, (biot), (busm)                       
Michaela Reny Phillips, (busm)      
andrew Joseph Regan, (busm) 
Matthew Frederick 
schatzman, (busm), (pcwm)                        
amasa edson smith, (busm) Ψ
Jazmin Cabree stoner, sPtC,
(busm), Magna Cum Laude
Δ Ψ
Karilyn D. tiscia, (busm),
(hrmm)                     
Communication 
Viviana amadeo Vissepo,
(busm), (mktm)                        
emily anne arnone, (busm),
(mgmm), Λ
Mackenzie l. Baker, (busm)       
Margot Becker, (busm)
andrew Martin Budden, (busm)
Λ
Matthew D. Caligaris, (busm),
(mktm)    
tara elle Calnan, MlCs,
(busm), Cum Laude 
Coburn K. Childs, (busm),
(lcsm), Cum Laude Λ, K
Katie Marie Colton, (busm),
(sslm), Cum Laude, hp, Λ, K
James William Delucia, (busm),
(span), K
Michael Mclaughlin Derick,
(busm) 
lisa Corinne Detweiler, (busm),
(lcsm)     
stephanie Nicole Doughty,
(busm), Λ
Jordan eileen Dowd, (busm),
(psy)     
Kevin James Dunn, (busm),
(mktm)                        
Kayla Marie Ferria, (busm),
(mktm)                       
Victoria olivia Ferruccio,
(busm), (mktm) 
Ryan H. Frerichs, (busm)                         
ariel Julianne Gagnon, (busm),
(mktm), (soc), Δ
lindsay alyssa Gonsiorowski,
(busm), (soc)               
Joshua steven Grolman, lCC,
(busm), (fstm), Magna Cum
Laude, Λ, K
Brendan Heller, (busm) *
William Craig Herbst, (busm),
(fstm)           
Morgan ashley Johnson,
(busm), (lgls)
James thomas Kiernan, (busm)
Candice M. Klinikowski, (busm),
(mktm), Λ
Brittany elizabeth Kmetz,
(busm), (lcsm), Λ
Melanie K. Kulick, (busm), (psy)              
Brenda lin Macarthur, (psy),
(busm), Λ
eric Robert MacCarthy, (busm)      
Jamie Rose Maniscalco, (busm)
Kayla olivia Manzi, (busm),
(mktm)     
Kacey Brinn Mitchell, (busm),
(psy), Magna Cum Laude, Λ
Julie sarah Moran, (busm)      
Patrick Kenneth Murray, (busm),
(fstm)    
theresa M. Navarra, (busm),
(mktm), Magna Cum laude,
hp, Λ, K
Daniel Joseph Piazza, (busm), Λ
Victoria ann Raccuia, (busm),
(psy), Magna Cum Laude, Λ
Michelle Rena Reis, (busm),
(mktm), (psy), Λ
Ryan M. Richter, (busm)                       
John andrew Rigopoulos,
(busm), (mktm)
sarah amanda Rubel, (busm),
(mktm)                        
alex Russo, (busm), (psy)                        
allison Kate salzberg, (busm),
(fstm), Λ
Nolan J. semel, (busm)                     
todd lewis stewart, (busm),
(mktm) 
Kyle adam taragowski, (busm)                       
Holly-ann turnquist, (busm)             
Courtney Marie Vetter, (busm),
(mktm), Magna Cum Laude,
Λ
samad a. Wagstaff, (busm)               
abby Jennings Whittaker,
(busm), (psy)                  
lindsay Morgan Wilcox, (busm),
Λ
Economics
International Political 
Economy
FeiFei Chen, (busm), o
Public Policy 
James West lightbody, Jr.,
(busm), (lgls)                        
Industrial Economics and 
Market Regulation
sanjay Prakash Choolani,
soCC, (busm), o
David J. Fiorino, (busm)                          
Jason J. Porreca, (busm), (finm)                    
taylor emerson Wood, Magna
Cum Laude  
Global Studies
Global Cultural Interaction
Kyla lee Briggs,  sPNC, (busm),
(pols), Summa Cum Laude, π
Global Politics
emmanuelle anne Calvet,
(busm), (chn), (pols), Magna
Cum Laude, π
Jason Curtis Fortin,  (busm),
Magna Cum Laude, hp, K, Φ
History
Caroline Claire Barletta, 
(busm), Φ
Dylan s. Ford, (busm), (comm)     
Jazmin Marie oliveira, (pols),
(hrmm),  (busm)    
Literary and Cultural 
Studies 
Courtney elizabeth landi,
CoM, (busm), Magna Cum
Laude    
emily leah swaine, (busm),
(itam), Magna Cum Laude
Politics and Law 
Julien Dumont, soRs, (busm), 
Summa Cum Laude, Δ,  π
Ryan Donald Fullerton, (busm), 
Magna Cum Laude
Jennifer I. Gullotti, aPsY, 
(busm), Magna Cum Laude, 
π, Ψ
laura Grace langlois, (busm), π
Nicholas Richard Mancuso, 
MlCs, (busm)
Joshua J. Mcaloon, (busm)      
Nicole Virginia Murphy,  
(busm), (wgsm), (comm), 
Cum Laude, π
allison lucille Naylor, 
(busm), (comm), (lcsm), 
Cum Laude, hp, π
Rafael-anselmo Ullysis Paulino, 
(busm)                      
Ryan J. Phillips, (busm), 
(mgmm)                     
Kenneth R. Rayner II, (busm) *
Kyle David Ribeiro, (busm), 
Cum Laude, π *
Catherine sanborn, (busm), 
(comm), Cum Laude, π
stephanie a. smith, (busm), 
(psy)
David J. soltis, (busm)                      
Kathryn alyda Van tol, (busm),
(psy), (lcsm)          
sean Patrick Walsh, (busm), 
(finm)     
Sociology 
Sociology and Social 
Research 
Katherine elizabeth McCabe,
(busm), (apst), (pols), Magna
Cum Laude, Δ, hp, µ, K
Sociology and Service 
Learning  
ariana alexsandra alicea,
(busm), (psy), Cum Laude
Jonathan Joseph DeCosta,
(busm), (mktm), (pcwm),
Cum Laude, Δ
amanda Marie Howard, (busm),
(pols), Δ
Brandon scott Richard, (busm)      
Christian lee shiveley, (busm)       
taryn Marie smith, (busm), Δ
anna Maureen omas, (busm)
bachelor of arts in
politics and law
Bryan M. Brady, (busm)
bachelor of science 
Applied Economics
luke Fleming, (busm)                         
Jiyan Hu, (busm), o
Matthew lawrence schur,
(busm), (finm), (aamm)
Karl andrew turner, (busm),
(finm) 
Actuarial Mathematics
Kendra ashley almeida, (busm),
Cum Laude, µ
Joshua anthony Ballance,
aeCo, asC, (busm), Magna
Cum Laude, hp, µ, K
timothy a. Caradonio, eCoC,
asC, (busm), Magna Cum
Laude, µ, o, K
Katherine laura Clancey Corliss,
asC, (busm)                  
emily Grace Curtis, (busm),
(psy), Cum Laude
Jillian elizabeth emberg, (busm),
(finm),  Summa Cum Laude,
hp
Jamie M. Gallagher, (busm),
(psy), Magna Cum Laude, µ
David Ross Griﬃn, asC,
(busm), Magna Cum Laude
Julia Kennedy Harney, (busm),
Magna Cum Laude, µ
Rohan laungani, eCoC,
(busm), Cum Laude, µ, o
Jeﬀrey alan leas, (busm), (finm),
Cum Laude
Konrad Martin lech, (busm),
(finm), Cum Laude
Jason tyler McClurg, (busm),
(finm)                      
andrew Michael Moulakis,
aMs,  (busm), (finm), Magna
Cum Laude
Kayla e. Rooney, (busm), (finm),
Magna Cum Laude, µ
Jason arthur scott, (busm),
(finm), Magna Cum Laude, hp
Zachary Gary suter, asC,
(busm), (lcsm), Summa Cum
Laude, hp, µ
Kurtis J. ompson, (busm),
(finm), Magna Cum Laude
Applied Mathematics 
and Statistics 
Curtis Daniel Gullette, (busm),
(psy), Cum Laude, µ
Colleen Marie Johnson, (busm),
(finm), Cum Laude          
Kevin W. McDonald, (busm)        
allie F. Mooney, (busm)
Biology
Kristie elizabeth aicardi, (busm)                         
Katherine e. andrusin, (busm),
(math), (psy), Cum Laude
Environmental Science
ethan andrew Beise, (busm),
(psy)                        
Joseph eller liljegren, (busm)             
bachelor of science
in actuarial 
mathematics
Gregory J. Burns, (busm),
Summa Cum Laude
Charles Morse Cooper, (busm),
Magna Cum Laude, µ
sinead M. Cummins, (busm),
(finm), Cum Laude
anthony Francis Driscoll,
(busm), (finm), (ecom),
Magna Cum Laude, µ
andriana Marie evangelista,
(busm), (itam), Cum Laude, µ
siân V. Gregory, asC, (busm),
Magna Cum Laude    
sarah Bower Hosley, (busm), µ
Rebecca Christine orsini,
(busm), Summa Cum Laude, µ
elizabeth Katherine sheehan,
(busm), (finm), Magna Cum
Laude, µ
bachelor of science  
in business
administration  
Accounting          
Regina ann abdella, (psy),  
Cum Laude
Brenden Michael agrela, (lgls),
Magna Cum Laude 
alina aksjonova, (fren), Magna
Cum Laude
Jacquelyn Marie ammirato,
eCoC, Summa Cum Laude,
ß, K
Katelyn amanda arouca, (lgls)                         
Christopher omas Baker,
(math)
adam M. Baltayan, (psy)
Pablo a. Bilbao la Vieja, (math)     
Kyle P. Boelsen, (comm)     
ellen Marissa Boise, (lgls), 
Cum Laude
Marietta Boniatis, (lgls), 
Cum Laude
omas a. Boyer, (psy)     
Benjamin timothy Bradley, (psy)  
Philip a. Brady III, (psy), 
Magna Cum Laude,  ß
Michael andrew Brown, (math)                  
elyssa ann Burgess, (apst), 
Cum Laude
alissa M. Capotosto, (span),                     
Deicy Cardona, (mwfr)              
alexander Radke Carver, (pols),
Cum Laude, π
Ryan M. Celona, (pols), Cum
Laude
Martha summers Chapman,
(span), Summa Cum Laude,
ß, K
emily K. Charpentier, (math),
Cum Laude
Jenny Cheng, (apst)             
Cory Charles Cloutier, (math),
(comm)   
Kelly a. Cocco, (span),   
Summa Cum Laude, ß, hp
Melissa ann Conca, (math)                         
Daniel edward Conlin, (soc)                         
Daniel B. Costa, (comm)                         
Jessica Welch Cotton, (soc)                         
Daniel Marc Cournoyer, (math),
Magna Cum Laude   
Kayla M. Cruz, (psy)                         
Melany Cruz Dalomba, (comm),
Magna Cum Laude    
Kristopher Paul DaRosa, (lgls)                         
Brandon William DeFreitas,
(comm), Magna Cum Laude,
ß
Jeﬀrey F. Deluca, (psy)                        
Corey James Denman, (psy)                         
Phylicia M. Denson, (psy)                         
Garrett Michael Dolaher, sPNC                           
Qi Dong, (apst)                         
alexander J. Donovan, (psy)                        
Marissa leigh Donovan, (lgls),
Cum Laude
Chelsea shay Doran, (comm)                        
Caitlin Beth Douglass, (psy)                        
Charles F. Dresser, (math),   
Cum Laude
Jordan Michael Dufner, (lgls)                         
Paul James Dwaileebe, (math),
Cum Laude
sean M. elmore, (lgls)                         
torey Jelena engell, (math)                         
alexander sol esterson, (pols),
Summa Cum Laude, ß
Bunmi Familoni, (soc), Δ
Vincent a. Fanelli, (ecom)                         
Courtney Jean Faris, (pols)                         
alexa Cynthia Fattore, (soc)                         
Miles Cameron Ferguson, (lcsm),
Cum Laude
Felix lima Fernandes, (lgls)                         
lauren a. Filippone, eCoC                           
Ross Matthew Fino, (lgls), 
Cum Laude
steven Matthew French, (lgls),
Cum Laude
Joseph elliot Fusco, (math), 
Cum Laude
lauren alyssa Ginnetty, (psy),
Magna Cum Laude, ß
Nicholas Raymond Grandy,
(lgls), Cum Laude
Jeﬀrey Michael Grzesik, (pcwm),
Summa Cum Laude, ß
Michael C. Gustus, (comm)                         
alexander stephen Habif, (apst)                         
tyler Hammer, (soc), (finm)                        
Francis R. Hand, (psy), Cum
Laude                    
Paul Michael Hanley, (psy)                         
travis levi Roger Harrington,
(psy), Cum Laude
Chelsea D. Heath, (comm),
Magna Cum Laude, ß
John edward Heiss, Jr., (ecom)                         
Catherine Marie Heslin, (psy),
Cum Laude
Jennifer Nichole Horowitz, (psy),
Magna Cum Laude, ß
anthony Michael Humphrey,
(psy)                         
alex M. Johnson, (psy), Magna
Cum Laude, ß
Matthew Ryan Jones, (comm)                         
Katlyn Marie Joraskie, (pcwm),
Summa Cum Laude, ß
scott C. Kaminski, (soc)                         
Kyle J. Kaufman, (pols), Cum
Laude, π
Daniel Patrick Kissane, (soc)                         
Christina Marie Knips, (psy),
(soc), Cum Laude, Δ, K
Christopher John Kolias, asC,
Magna Cum Laude, µ
Kathryn Marie lacasse, (psy),
(comm)                        
Christopher M. lee, (lgls)                         
John David lefrancois, Jr., (fstm)                     
amber alyssa legras, (hism),
Magna Cum Laude, Φ
Jaclyn Frances lemieux, (hism)                        
ellis Maxwell lieberman, (envs)                         
asemina  loukrezis, (math), 
Cum Laude
sherri ellyssa lowe, (lgls)                         
Michael s. lupo, (soc), Magna
Cum Laude, Δ, ß
adrien C. luther, (pols), Magna
Cum Laude, ß
Michael J. Manfredo, Jr., (psy)                         
alexander Paul Maratta, (ecom)                        
tiﬀany Rose Marino, (sslm),
Summa Cum Laude, ß
samuel adams Marks, FIN,
(hism), Cum Laude
lindsay Marie Martin, (psy)                         
stephen Paul Mcauley, (lgls),
Cum Laude
college of business
Martin Charles McGeehan,
(ecom),  Summa Cum Laude,
ß, Ο
laura Katherine McIlroy,  (soc),
Cum Laude
Richard anthony Mclaughlin,
(lgls), Magna Cum Laude, ß
Dana eileen McNamara, (psy),
Cum Laude
Jarrod Richard Mead, (infm),
Cum Laude
Benjamin Bernard Mello, (infm)                         
Christopher Paul Miehlke,
(apst), Cum Laude, µ
shayne t. Millette, (pols)                         
anthony Monteiro, (psy)                         
Jeﬀrey W. Mooney, (lgls)                         
sara Marie Morrison, (entm),
(comm), Cum Laude
stephanie Marie Morse, (math)                         
Bradley James Mortimore,
(ecom)                     
Christine Breanna Murphy,
(math), (lgls), Cum Laude
anthony M. Nader, FIN,
eCoC, Summa Cum Laude,
ß, hp, K
alex Kenneth Nahigian, (hism)                         
John Patrick Napoli, (comm)                         
Jahaira lee Negron,  (lcsm)                         
taylor s. Neighbours,  (ecom),
Cum Laude
steven trung Van Nguyen,
(comm)                        
Rachel l. Niemiec, (comm)                        
adekemi olajumoke 
oyalabu, FIN, (comm), hp
Nicholas a. Parisi, (math)                         
Chirayu  shailesh Patel, (math)                         
timothy alexander Peabody,
(apst), Summa Cum Laude, ß,
K
David anthony Piccirilli, (psy)                         
Jessica Mara-luisa Pizzi, (lgls)                         
andrew Donald Plante,  (lgls)                         
Ben Zachary 
Polichronopoulos, (psy),
(entm), Cum Laude, K
Gregory a. Porcaro, Jr. (lgls)                         
Jennifer lillian Prentice, (comm),
Summa Cum Laude, ß
Katharine Collins Ragone, (fren)                         
Courtney Noelle Ramunno,
(psy), Cum Laude
Jessica l. Ratcliﬀe, (psy)                         
Gerardo Reyes, (soc)                         
Bryanna leigh Rezendes, (lgls)                       
John William Riley, (lgls)                        
sarah-elizabeth terry Rindo,
(psy), Summa Cum Laude, ß,
K
Nicholas leonard Robarge, (psy)                         
Ivonne Rosario, (psy)                         
Kate l. Ross, (span), Summa
Cum Laude, ß
Dillon lee Rothermel, FIN,
(itam)                   
ashley Nicole Rowe, (math),
Magna Cum Laude
Jaclyn Christine savickas, (math),
Magna Cum Laude
Michael Weber schmitt, (ecom),
Cum Laude
Maria Kathleen scocca, (finm),
(lgls), Cum Laude
Dhara amitkumar shah, (lgls)                         
Franklin Bradford 
shakespeare II, FIN, (lgls),
Cum Laude
Danielle Nannette sinclair,
(ecom)                         
edward Robert skowron, (lgls),
Cum Laude
Kimberly Rachel smith, (comm),
Cum Laude
andrew W. snell, (finm), (lgls)                        
Bryan adam soderberg, (lgls),
Cum Laude
Yalun song, asC, Magna Cum
Laude 
Katie lee spinosa, (math),
Summa Cum Laude, ß
Bradley William st. Vincent,
(lgls)                         
Brittany lynn stahura, (lgls)                        
Jocelyn R. stowell, (math), Cum
Laude
Zachary Connor sullivan,
(ecom), Cum Laude
Matthew C. sussman, (lgls),
Magna Cum Laude 
Daniel D. tagliatela, (ecom),
(entm), Summa Cum Laude, ß
Michelina terranova,  (psy)                        
laura M. timmerman, (span),
Magna Cum Laude,  ß
Derek Rudolph tobyne, (comm)                         
Kayla Grace Velez, (wgsm)                         
John Nathaniel Winer, (span),
(mgtm)                        
Qin Yang, (comm)                         
Robert alan Zysk Jr., (comm)
Computer Information 
Systems          
Matthew Joseph adams, (lcsm)                         
samuel William adler, (ecom)                         
Justin taylor Buchanan, (psy)                         
Christofer teodoro Flores, (lgls)                        
Michael andrew Fuhrman,
(lcsm)                         
adam M. Goudreau, (psy)                         
Matthew Joseph McGrath, asC,
Cum Laude  
arthur B. osborne IV, (comm),
Magna Cum Laude     
Jaclyn elizabeth Pajor, (psy)                        
ashley Marie Reichert, (psy)                         
James David strickland, (hism)                         
Renee Marie louise Vaillancourt,
MKt, (comm), Cum Laude
Entrepreneurship          
Caitlin a. Bennett, (wgsm)                        
David omas Britton, (envs)                         
Jack andrew Burnham, eCoC                           
Katherine a. Carlson, (envs)                      
Ryan Mark Collins, (lgls)                       
Corey Michele D'ambra, (psy)                        
Jeﬀrey Michael Dion, (envs)                        
Kyle Joseph Grenon, (pols)                       
omas Payne Hansen, (pols)                       
Kevin Joseph Javier, (lcsm), (psy)                        
Geoﬀrey Freeman Kilar, (comm)                     
Connor shea McCann, (comm)                        
John Robert Mitton, (psy),
(gscm)   
Morgan lawry Morris, MKt,
(pols)     
Kevin Richard Pidgeon, (psy),
Summa Cum Laude, ß
alexander George Robbin,
(lgls)                         
Zachary Ryan shultz, (hrmm),
(hism)                        
omas Richard strong, (ecom)                           
stanton e. sturgis, (comm)                         
Nikita Vasilevich tsyglin, (lcsm)                         
Nicholas Joseph Urciuolo, (psy),
(cism)                        
adrian Gerardo Vega-Vivas, (psy)      
Finance          
Daniel Joseph abad, (psy), Cum
Laude
Michael Richard abany, (lgls)                         
allia Joan afifi, eCoC, (soc),
Cum Laude, Δ, Ο
Kevin C. almeida, (soc), (comm)                       
Juan Xavier arias arteta, MeCI                            
Jesse James armstrong, (psy)                        
Benjamin J. Baldwin, (apst),
(aamm)                       
Nicole Barahona Vallejo, (itam)                         
Nicholas William Bayliss,
(ecom), (entm)                        
Robert Hugh Bergeron, (lgls),
(psy)                      
Joseph B. Bianco, (comm)                         
Brandon a. Borges, (psy)                         
Kristen elizabeth Bousquet,
eCoC                           
Chelsey amanda Bowman,
(math), (psy)                        
eric arthur Boyson, (infm)                     
laura Claire Brayfield, (aamm),
Cum Laude, µ
Keith M. Breen, (lcsm)                         
Raymond Brousseau, (lgls)                        
Jordan Maurice Brown, (gscm),
(span),  Magna Cum Laude     
Brian F. Buckley, (psy)                         
Joseph Michael Buda, (lgls)                         
Meghan sullivan Budries, (psy),
Cum Laude
Raymond M. Bundy, (lgls)                         
Ryan James Busby, eCoC, Cum
Laude 
Christopher R. Caira, eCoC                           
shannon Patricia Caldarola,
(span)                       
William Campbell, Jr., (comm),
(mktm)                        
sihao Cao, eCoC, (chn),
Summa Cum Laude, ß, Ο
Caitlin laura Carter, (psy)                         
John leonard Centonze, (comm)                         
Daniel Christopher Chan,
(comm), (pcwm)                        
Michael s. Chenot, (comm)                         
Kimberly a. Ciampa, MKt,
(comm)                         
Michele angelo Ciresi, (lgls)                        
Jason t. Clinton, (math), (cism),
Magna Cum Laude                      
Daniel Barry Conley, (apst),
(psy), Cum Laude
Daniel stuart Cook, (psy)                         
Nickolas D. Correa, (pols)                         
timothy Marc Cournoyer,
(gscm), (ecom)                        
Gregory andersen Crawford,
eCoC, Cum Laude
Patrick Michael Cronin, (span),
(ecom), Cum Laude
Christopher John Crugnale, (psy)                        
Brendan omas Cruise, (lgls),
(pols)                        
Daniel P. Dalton, (hism), (ecom),
Cum Laude
David R. DeCelle, (psy)    
Michael Ferdinand Delponte,
(math)                    
Jenifer lyn Dilapi,  (comm),
(span)                        
Kimberly Margaret Doell,
(comm), (psy)                        
Christopher stephen Dolan,
(ecom)                         
John Richard Dorﬀ, eCoC,
Magna Cum Laude
Michael armstrong Doyle, (pols)                        
eric Nicholas Duﬀ, (comm)                        
Matthew a. Dutkiewicz, (sslm),
(entm), Cum Laude, Δ
Fritzner R. erauda, PlsC                           
Daniel Fernández Muñiz,
eCoC, (cism)                        
Nicole K. Fleming, (soc),
(comm)                       
Maria antonia Fontana, (soc),
(psy), Cum Laude, Δ, K
emanuel Frangiadakis,  (comm)                        
Kevin Reall Fraser, (comm)                         
ethan P. Friedman, (math)                         
Ryan William Gimler, (pols)                         
Justin Joseph Greco, (psy)                         
Melissa ann Grieco, (comm)                         
Joseph James Griﬃths, (lgls),
Cum Laude
Heather leigh Grisgraber, (psy),
(mktm)                        
sean D. Haas, (mktm), (psy)                        
sean lawrence Hagerty, (psy)                         
scott David Hansen, (pols)                         
Dallas l. Harasim, MGt, (pols),
(inb)                        
Brian lee Hardeman, Jr., (soc)                        
Nathaniel Wentworth Harty,
(ecom), Magna Cum Laude, ß
ashley Renee Hicks, (psy),
Magna Cum Laude, K
Jeﬀrey leo Hill, (pols), (psy)                      
Daniel alpheus Holden, (soc)               
Gregory David Hughes, eCoC                           
omas Khuong Huynh, (cism),
(aamm)                        
Joshua omas Janes, (lcsm),
(mktm)                     
Harry Rolvin Jaquith, (comm)                        
Ian C.  Kenney, (psy)                        
Garrett Franklin Kent, eCoC                           
sharique Khan, (ecom)                         
anthony James Kinahan, (lgls)                         
David William Knowlton,
(lcsm)                         
alena a. Korshunova, (aamm),
Summa Cum Laude,  ß
leonid Kozyrev, (comm),
(mktm), Cum Laude
trevor scott Krapels, (math)                         
andrew Philip laForce, (comm)                         
Kevin Joseph lambert, (ecom)                         
Jason R. lavallee, (comm)                         
Benjamin omas lawrence,
(envs), Cum Laude  
Benjamin tomas lawrence, (lgls),
Cum Laude
eric Forbes libby, (lgls)                        
Jameson B. love, (soc), 
Cum Laude
Corinne D. lynch, (math), 
Cum Laude
Robyn laurie MacDougall,
(mwfr)                         
Matthew Kent Madeira, eCoC,
Magna Cum Laude, Ο
Kristina Maryanov, (span)                        
emilio alexander Matos III,
(pols)                         
Kyle James Mcalister, (psy)                         
Patrick J. McCandless, (ecom)                         
alexander Patrick McKelvey,
(pols), Cum Laude, π
Brett Richard Millier, (aamm),
Summa Cum Laude, ß
Matthew David Minese, (lgls),
Cum Laude
Gary Ryan Mitchell, (lgls)                         
sean omas Morin, (apst)                        
Jonathan Francois 
Moussavou-Mihindou,
(ecom)                         
taylor scott Munson, (lgls),
(gscm)                        
Ian McKenzie Newland, (lgls)                        
Peter Power o'Neil, Jr., eCoC,
Cum Laude
Paul Richard ouellet, Jr.,
(comm)                        
Justin Douglas Pageau, (lgls)                         
Juan Martin Paredes, (entm)                         
Parth Patel, (psy), (entm)                        
Christopher George Patterson,
(pols), Magna Cum Laude
David Michael Peagram, (lgls)                         
sarah Manning Perlman, (infm),
(fren), Magna Cum Laude, ß,
hp, K
Chad allen Perry, (lgls), Cum
Laude
Michael M. Petrocelli, (psy),
Magna Cum Laude
Matthew Ryan Quinn, (psy),
(comm)                        
Mary e. Ready, (lgls), Magna
Cum Laude, ß
todd andrew Recene, (aamm)
Joseph Michael Reinold, (aamm)                         
Bryan Hunter Remmen, (lgls)                         
omas Patrick Robinson,
eCoC                           
David Bristol Rogers, aM, Cum
Laude
trevor omas Rose, (comm),
Cum Laude
Gabriella elizabeth Rossi, (sslm)                        
Michael Robert Ruggles, (math)                         
Kyle J. satenstein, (math), Cum
Laude
Joseph anthony savickas, Jr.,
(pols), (comm)                   
Kaitlyn Nicole sawyer, (math),
(mktm)                        
stephen Paul scannell, (psy)                         
Matthew R. schoenewolﬀ,
(ecom)                         
ami amitkumar shah, (lgls),
Cum Laude
sonali shah, (psy)                         
Patrick alexander shea, (infm) *
Jonathan David sheehan, (psy),
(pols)                        
Corey W. silva, (lgls), Cum Laude
Michael Christopher silva,
(comm)                         
Jeﬀrey J. simpson, (psy)                         
Robert Patrick sinewick, (ecom)                         
Harmandeep H. singh, (math),
Summa Cum Laude, ß
James F. skagerlind, (lgls), Cum
Laude
shauna Marie skiba, (math),
(cism), Cum Laude
Ryan sloss, (lgls)                         
adam Phillip smith, asC, Cum
Laude, μ
erica Perez smith, (comm), (psy),
Cum Laude
andrew M snider, (ecom)                         
Perla Massiel solano, (lgls)                         
Brian Jiaxian song, (chn)                         
alexander Marc st. George, (lgls)                         
Britany Diana st. sauveur,
(ecom)                         
luke James steinke, (lgls)                         
Jonathan James stickley, (ecom),
(entm)             
ashley elizabeth sullivan, MKt,
(math)                         
alexander D sweetser, (pols)                         
Patrick Cosmo tartaro, eNt,
(psy), Cum Laude, hp                
Corey Matthew tenanes, (psy)                        
Nicholas Ryan testa,  (soc),
Magna Cum Laude, Δ, ß
Mark J. texeira, (apst)                         
Robert James tibert, Jr., (ecom)                         
Kelsey ann trabing, (infm)                        
Justin l. trelegan, eCoC                           
Nicholas Paul Vicario, (lgls)                        
Michael Reilly Vieira, (pols)                         
William eugene Volz, (psy)                         
Michael a. Wagner, (ecom)                        
Michael Richard Waldroup, (psy)                         
Christopher Michael Wallace,
(ecom)                         
Daniel C. Webb, (aamm),
Summa Cum Laude, ß , hp
Jackson William Webster, (psy),
Magna Cum Laude, ß
Nicholas John White,  (lgls),
(psy)                        
Parker Henry Williams, (pols),
(ecom), Magna Cum Laude, ß,
π
Christopher alan Willson, (pols),
Magna Cum Laude
Gregory Hunter Wolnick, (psy),
Summa Cum Laude
taylor emerson Wood, (apst),
Magna Cum Laude, ß
andrew H. Youman, (comm),
Magna Cum Laude, ß
David l. Zastrow , MKt,  (psy),
Cum Laude
John  B. Zuluaga, (ecom), Cum
Laude, Δ, Ο
Financial Services          
evan J. Bekasi, (envs)                         
Christopher J. Bekel , eCoC,
Cum Laude   
Joseph Dylan Cunningham,
eCoC, Ο
louis W. orsatti, (psy), Cum
Laude                      
Brendon Michael Piper, (pols)                         
Connor Paul sweeney, (lgls)      
Human Resource 
Management                        
Christlie Calixte, (psy), (soc)                        
William Michael Crowley, Jr.,
(lgls)                        
ashley Jordan latosek, (comm),
(psy)                        
Nicholas M. Ribeiro, (comm)                         
Katarzyna Davidson Rokos,
(comm), Cum Laude, K
taryn Marie smith, Δ
Management          
Matthew alexander akkaoui,
(pols), (inb)                        
stephen Joseph andrade,
(comm)                         
Cody Duane aughney, (lgls),
(apst), Cum Laude 
Riccardo Badinotti, (span)                         
Patrick J. Bailey, (psy), (cism)                        
Kyle Fenton Baldwin, HIsC,
Magna Cum Laude
Jack arthur Barons, (entm),
(pols), Cum Laude 
Kelly anne Bisbee, (hrmm),
(comm), Cum Laude 
Bruna souza Boaventura, (infm)                         
laura elizabeth Bowen,  MKt,
(comm), Cum Laude 
Daniel James Branco, FIN,
(pols), Cum Laude, hp,  π
Meagan Casey Brennan, (comm),
(soc), Δ
Christopher William Brida, (soc),
(entm), Magna Cum Laude,
Δ, ß, hp
Royce Joseph Brunson, (lgls),
(gscm)                        
John Matthew Burke, (bilm)                         
alison M. Buttrick, MKt, (psy)                        
stephanie Marie Byrd, (psy)                        
William alexander Carlow IV,
sPtC, (soc)                         
tyler Jordan Carter, (finm), (soc)                        
Chayenne so Chin, (psy)                         
andrew omas Cogger, (pols)                         
Michael Vincent Croce, (psy)                         
Daria l. D'ambra, (psy)                         
Maria laina Del Pico, (comm)                         
lauren t. Delgardo, (psy)                         
James Garrett Devine, (envs)                         
taylor e. Dion, (soc), (psy),
Summa Cum Laude 
Franklin Delano Dobbs III, (soc),
(comm)                        
amy R. D'olympia, (lgls)                         
Paul e. Dornfeld, (lgls), (gscm)                        
trevor arthur Dumont, MKt,
(soc), Cum Laude
Ryan edward Dutton, (comm)                         
Robert anthony edwards, Jr.,
(psy)                         
Heath a. Feldman, (hism)                         
Christina Marie Fiore, (lgls),
(finm)                        
Julie ann Frisone, (soc), Summa
Cum Laude
Jarrod alexander Gobbi,
(comm), (span)                        
stephen James Gogos, (comm)                         
Megan lynn Goodnow, (psy),
Cum Laude
David elnathan Grant, Jr., (soc)                         
Mary Kathleen Green, MKt
(psy), (comm),  Magna Cum
Laude       
Kaitlyn M. Hinck, (psy), (math)                        
andrew William Hoeler,
(comm)                      
alyse Kimberly Hyde, (math)                      
lida Jo Janowski, (psy), (hrmm),
Cum Laude
taryn elise Johnson, (psy), Cum
Laude
laura a. Jones, (comm),  Magna
Cum Laude, ß
Faisal Khan, (pols)                         
suveer G. Khemlani, (pols)                         
Heather Marie King, (comm)                         
alex omas Kosenski, (comm)                         
Joshua lee Kushner, (hism)                         
Danica W. Kwan, (chn)                         
travis edward lamendola, (lgls),
(pols)                     
samantha Nicole lampert,
(sslm), (mktm)                        
Rachel elizabeth lavallee,
(comm)                         
elizabeth C. levasseur, (comm)                         
Matthew William Peck
llewellyn, (comm), Cum
Laude, K
Jessica lynn lussier, (psy),
Magna Cum Laude    
Puneet Mathur, (sslm)                         
steven M. McDonald, PlsC                           
Caraline Webber Moholland,
(psy), (lcsm)                        
Kate elizabeth Morrocco, (soc)                         
Ivan Mujegu Mukasa, (soc)                         
Michelle lee Napolitano, (lgls)                         
amanda lynne Nash, (soc)                         
Brian R. o'Neil, (comm)                         
Corey Clement o'Rourke, (psy),
(soc)                        
amanda Helena Packer, (comm),
Magna Cum Laude    
Jay Ramesh Patel, (gscm),
(comm)                        
Nicholas stuart Pedini, (comm)                        
Daniel Christopher Pelletier,
(comm)                     
anthony e. Restivo, (entm),
(comm)                        
William R. Ross, (pols)                         
Kyle F. Rudden, (comm), Magna
Cum Laude    
Michael J. saccoccio, (comm)                         
erik Robert sarno, (comm)                         
Cory Holland schroder, (comm)                    
Nicholas sengotta, (lgls), (comm)                        
Mark allen shub, (psy)                         
Michael Jason slafsky,  sPNC                           
Victoria lauren snow, (lcsm)                         
andrew C. sparks, (ecom)                         
Brad alexander sportack, (lgls),
(finm)                        
amanda Katherine stanton,
(psy),  Cum Laude
spencer Ware sweitzer, (comm),
(psy)                        
Courtney Rebecca Mary taylor,
(psy), (mktm)                        
Franck t. tebou, sPNC                           
Daniel R. ompson, (pols)                         
anthony Joseph tomasetta, (psy)                         
Matthew J. tracey, (comm)                         
Peter Joseph trawinski, (comm),
Cum Laude
stanislav Vezikov,  (psy)                         
Jeﬀrey Richard Vigurs,  (comm)                         
ernesto Federico von Wachter
Blohm, (pols), (entm)                        
Jenée Denirra Walker,  (comm),
(pcwm)                        
Max P. Weisenberg, (comm)                         
Courtney Jordan Weiss,  MKt,
(ecom), Summa Cum Laude,
ß, hp
Ryley elizabeth Welch, (psy),
(wgsm), Cum Laude    
Gabrielle alicia Willette, (psy),
(comm), Cum Laude
Zachary John Wilson, (comm)                         
olivia McQuaid Woodbine,
(ecom)                         
Natalie C. Wooster, (comm),
(hism)                        
Blair simone Worthington,
(afbs), (sslm), Δ
laura M. Yepsen, (psy), (infm)                        
Jenna Rae Zinno, (itam),  Cum
Laude
Marketing          
James J. ahigian, (comm), (psy)                      
Diana alicea, sPNC, Magna
Cum Laude, ß
Justin omar al-Qudah, (lcsm)                         
ariel Grace amabile, (span)                         
Courtney e. andries, (comm),
(hrmm)                        
Jacqueline Marie aruda, (psy)                         
Hilary ann attura, (comm),
(entm)                        
Marissa l. Bain, (comm), Magna
Cum Laude 
Brianna l. Barbolla, (comm)                         
andrew Joseph Barrett, (psy)                         
Brittany e. Bauer, (span), Cum
Laude 
Christopher t. Bird, (lgls)                         
Jeﬀrey Michael Birnie, (psy)                         
timothy Philip Bossy, eCoC, Ο
Garret James Bowen, (pols), (psy)                        
allison Berkeley Brann, (psy)                         
Nicholas J.t. Britt, (comm)                         
Benjamin Kirk Bryant, (hism)
stephen William Burgess,
(comm), (psy)                        
Kristen Michelle Burke, (psy),
(comm), Magna Cum Laude,
ß, K
Robert Bruce Burns, Jr., (comm),
(psy), Cum Laude              
Casey Beverly Butler, (sslm),
(entm)                        
John R. Calabro, (lgls)                         
Blair l. Campbell, (comm)                        
Connor P. Carignan, (comm)                         
Grant omas Certuse, (pols)                         
Joanna Chanaj, sPNC, Cum
Laude                      
eric Peter Cisternelli, (hism), Φ
lauren elizabeth Clare, (psy)                         
timothy Michael Clinton,
(comm)                         
Kari Michelle Crane, (entm),
(comm), Cum Laude 
Zachary Venizelo Crossman,
(soc)                         
samantha Nicole Curtin,
(comm)                         
alexandra B. Czerniak, (lgls),
Cum Laude 
Christina laura Daly, (psy)                         
Danielle leigh Davis, (fren)                         
Mathieu de Brantes, (fren),
(finm)                        
Domenic anthony DeJulio,
(itam)                         
larry t. Dennison, (hism)                         
Mary Kathryn Desimone, (psy),
(comm)                        
Molly Rose Desroches, HIsC                           
steven tatul Dilakian, (psy)                         
anthony M. DiNaso, (lgls)                         
Jessica Klara Diniz, (psy)                         
amanda Nicole Dionne,  (lgls)                         
Joseph Diorio III, soCC                           
laura elizabeth Donelan, (psy),
(apst), Cum Laude, µ
Kaitlyn e. Donnelly, (gscm),
(math)                     
Megan lee Dropela, (psy),
(comm), Cum Laude 
Brett M. DuBreuil, (comm) 
Jonathan Roland Duguay, MGt,
(comm)                         
Kelly louise Dumser, (psy)                        
anthony P. Dutra, (comm)                         
Jeﬀrey edward Dziura, (hism)                        
Kyle Geoﬀrey eichinger, (psy),
Magna Cum Laude
Brittany Maria everett, sPNC,
Cum Laude 
Meredith Failla, asC, Magna
Cum Laude, µ
samantha e. Fenimore, (comm)                         
Kevin Daniel Gaertner, (psy),
(entm)                       
amanda leigh Garber, (psy)                        
Brittany susan Ghione, lCC,
Cum Laude  
Matthew William Goodrich,
(comm)                         
amelia eve Grabowski, asC                           
Dana ashley Graziano, (soc),
(pols)                        
Karissa Mary Guerette, (ecom),
(hrmm)                        
Connor s. Hayes, (comm)                         
emily M. Hehir, (psy), Cum
Laude
Mayreni Hernandez, (span)                         
abigail Christina Hibbard,
(comm), Magna Cum Laude,
ß
Devon Maureen Horgan, (infm)                         
Katrina Marie Horton, (comm)                        
Katharine elizabeth Hurley,
(comm), Magna Cum Laude,
ß
eloma Martin Johnson, (comm)                         
samuel sloan Johnson, (psy)                         
lindsay anne Jubb, (psy),
(mgtm)                        
Kaylee R. Kach, soCC, (psy), Δ
Preeti Kadam, (psy)                         
William Francis Kelaher, (psy),
(comm)                        
Brian Paul Kelly, (psy)                        
Robert D. Kelm, (comm)                         
Katherine Kendall, MGt,
(comm), Cum Laude  
Byron J. Kerr, (psy)  
Ryan souza Kok, (comm)                         
Rachel elizabeth Konaxis,
(comm),                         
trevor a. largent, (psy)                         
Kristin ann lede, (pols),
(mgtm), Magna Cum Laude,
K
Kyle Peter lipkvich, eNt,
(comm)                         
antoinette alicia lombardi,
(comm)                         
Jacob David longstaﬀ, (comm)                         
Kristen Marie lopardo, (lgls)                         
arielle elizabeth MacDonald,
(infm)                         
emma Potts MacDougall, (lgls)                         
Nathan omas Major, (soc)                         
Robert Jack Mani, (psy)                         
Christina D. Manion, (comm)                         
Courtney Nicole Mannix,
(comm), (mgtm), Magna
Cum Laude, ß
alexsa antoinette Marino, (lgls),
(hrmm), Summa Cum Laude,
ß
sean D. Martell, (lgls)                         
lauren Danica McCart, (comm),
(psy)                        
Kelly Mae Ruth McDonough,
(soc), (entm), Cum Laude, K
Michael Patrick McGowan, (soc)                         
Jordan H. McKee, (comm), Cum
Laude 
Meghan Marie McKenna,
(comm)                         
Francis McKiernan, (psy)                         
sean Patrick McNiﬀ, (psy)                         
elizabeth lorain Medeiros,
(psy), (comm)                        
Jamie lynn Mills, (comm)                         
James David Mullane, (comm)                         
Garrett William Murphy, (psy),
(lgls)                        
shannon Joy Murphy, (envs),
(comm), Cum Laude 
amy susan Newkirk, (infm),
(soc),  Summa Cum Laude                      
Kyle J. Nunes, (soc), Cum Laude 
Daniel Kenneth o'Brien, (span),
Magna Cum Laude, ß
eric M. olson,  (psy)                         
Brittany l. Palmer, (comm),
(psy), Cum Laude
Joshua M. Parent, (psy), (comm)                        
Kelly Margaret Partridge,  (span),
Cum Laude
tyler s. Pepe, (comm), (psy)                       
Mary B. Poirier, (lgls), (soc)                        
Jacqueline Polumbo, (comm),
Cum Laude
leah Jane Pringle, eNt, (comm)                        
Matthew adam Raﬃo, (comm),
Cum Laude
Mark alan Raymond, (pols)                        
Kenneth andrew Roberts,
(comm)                         
Freemon Romero, (psy)                       
Daniel Christopher Root,
(mgtm), (psy)                        
amy Marie saenger, (psy)                        
Jenny sali, (comm), (psy), Magna
Cum Laude 
William Matthew sanborn IV,
(psy)                         
Nina Marie santaniello, (psy),
(comm)                        
Mark s. schmidt, (comm)                         
Nicole e. schneider, aCG,
(comm), Cum Laude
olivia Rose schweitzer,  (comm),
Magna Cum Laude, ß
Danielle Christine scoli, (entm),
(psy)                        
Varishensagar P. shah, (comm)                         
lauren M. sheridan, (comm)                         
Jordan R. silver,  (comm)                         
Katherine e. sliva, (comm)                         
loryn elizabeth smith,  (comm),
Cum Laude
Michelle amanda smith,
(mgtm), (psy)                        
Danielle s. somen, (lgls)  
Joelle Roshan sopariwala, MGt,
(comm), Magna Cum Laude
Joshua Douglas stevens,  (comm)                         
James Murray omson IV,
(comm)                         
Kathleen Vale, (sslm)                         
lauren Vitier torres, (comm)                         
stephen Mitchell Waite, (psy)                         
Daniel William Walsh, (hism)                        
Kimberly anne Warner,
(comm), (psy)                       
Kalie erin Whitehouse,  (comm),
Magna Cum Laude, ß
Kyle Mark Woodbury, (soc),
(psy)                        
amanda Marie Worrall, (psy),
(comm) 
bachelor of science
in information 
technology
Ryan edward Cammarata,
(bmit)                         
Corey James Daley, (bmit), Cum
Laude
alexandra Wheeler Geer, (bmit)                         
Molly elizabeth Herring, (bmit),
(psy), Summa Cum Laude, ß,
hp
Jennifer e. Mcelligott, (bmit)                         
Cory a. Murphy, (bmit)                         
erik andrew owsik, (bmit),
Summa Cum Laude, ß
Matthew a Woodbury, (bmit),
Magna Cum Laude 
bachelor of science
in international
business 
Accounting                        
andrés orobitg Miranda,
(ecom), Summa Cum Laude,
ß, K
Myoung Gon Ryu, asC, (pols),
(chn), Magna Cum Laude 
Computer Information 
Systems                   
Peter a. Mariner, (span)                         
Rebecca lynn Ptak, sPNC                           
Bryana R. spinale, (fren), (psy),
Magna Cum Laude, ß
Finance 
Juan antonio avilés Font,  (pols),
Magna Cum Laude, ß
Christopher everett Bronski,
(span)                        
erik Pearis Budlong, (span),
Cum Laude 
Melissa t. Claude, sPNC                           
Ingrid Covaci, (psy), Summa
Cum Laude, ß
Robert John Dimke III, (chn),
Magna Cum Laude
adam Huhn Doyle, (span)                         
artem Fedyaev, (span)                         
timothy M. Figueredo, sPNC,
Cum Laude 
anthony Michael Franco, (itam),
Cum Laude, K
lauren elisabeth Fuller,
sPNC,(infm), Magna Cum
Laude            
Christy lynn Geslak, (chn)                         
Ricardo Gimbel, (comm), (gscm)                        
amy Mae Hutchinson, (fren),
Magna Cum Laude, K
samir a. Kothari, (infm), 
Cum Laude 
andrew J. Mcleod, sPNC,
Magna Cum Laude, hp, K
elias John McQuade III, sPNC,
IBeN, Magna Cum Laude
samantha ann Merwin, sPNC,
Cum Laude 
emily elizabeth Munro, (span)                         
Meghan elizabeth Reilly, (chn)                         
erik a. schroeder, sPNC, 
Cum Laude
Katherine suzanne shea, (itam),
K
Daniel Robert omas Waugh,
(fren), Cum Laude
alex James Wong, CHNC, 
Cum Laude
Fan Zhou, (psy),  Magna Cum
Laude, ß
Management          
Bakhtiyar Baidaralin, MCHN                            
silvia Medrano Bigit, (itam) 
Rachel Dominique Boucher,
sPNC,  Summa Cum Laude,
ß
stacy Deborah Bywell, (span),
Magna Cum Laude  
Michelle anne Chambers, (span),
Magna Cum Laude,  ß
samuel Paul Davidowitz,
MCHN, Magna Cum Laude,
ß
Casey taylor Jackson, sPNC,
Cum Laude
Jin Park, (span), Magna Cum
Laude
Robb Nicholas Rodriguez,
(span), Cum Laude
Patrick Matthew Ryan, (chn)                         
Breanna May Weaver, sPNC,
(gscm), Magna Cum Laude,  ß
Matthew a. Wright, (fren) 
Marketing          
erik estuardo archila, (span)                         
Barbara Brauer, (infm)                         
Marcia Ximena Chong Rosado,
(fren), (soc),  Cum Laude
Courtney lee Crocker, (fren)                         
James Robert Currie, sPNC                           
alexandra Jane DiGregorio,
(itam)                        
Catherine ann Heaphy, (infm),
(fren),  Magna Cum Laude, ß
Devon Magda Herra, (span)                         
Carissa B. Jett, sPNC                           
linnéa erika Birgitta 
Jungnelius, sPNC, Magna
Cum Laude, ß
alicia Marie Kennedy, sPNC,
Magna Cum Laude, K
Vanessa Martins,  (fren)                        
Katie elizabeth Pelletier,
CHNC, Cum Laude
Christina Maria Piccolino, sPNC                           
Dorothy Yamill Rivera-Perez,
(span)                         
lindsay ann Russo, sPNC, Cum
Laude
Makena sage, sPNC,  Summa
Cum Laude, ß, K
the harriet e. jacobs memorial mace
the University Mace is carried at Commencement exercises and at other University celebrations. Crowned
in gold, the mace has two dominant emblems: the seal of the state of Rhode Island and the seal of Bryant
University.
the president’s chair
the President’s Chair, a gift to the University from Priscilla angelo and her husband, John eng-Wong, is
used on ceremonial occasions. It is a Victorian-style gent’s chair rendered in walnut and copied from an
original French design from the period of the University’s founding in 1863. the carved crest top includes
the Bryant University bronze seal.
bryant medallion
the Bryant Medallion is worn by the president during academic ceremonies such as Commencement,
Convocation, and the bestowing of honorary degrees. one side of the medallion bears a likeness of the 
University seal, the other, the names of all Bryant University presidents. the formal installation of a 
president is marked by the presentation of the medallion to the president by the chair of the Board 
of trustees.
the bryant seal
the Bryant seal represents the educational mission of the University and its worldwide implications. the
central symbol is an ellipsoid globe with quills on each side to signify the traditional emblem of communi-
cation in business. In the center, behind the globe, is a torch symbolizing liberty, the spirit of free inquiry,
academic freedom, and learning. the archway, forming the background for the globe, torch, and quills, is 
a University landmark affectionately remembered by thousands of alumni. the latin motto expresses the
purpose of the University: “Cognitio. Virtus. Successus.” – Knowledge. Character. success. 
alumni charge  
today, as you celebrate your graduation from Bryant University, you find yourself saying goodbye to the
classmates, faculty, and staff with whom you have formed close friendships over these last few years. Gradu-
ation, however, is not so much an ending as a transition. It’s true that you’re about to begin a new stage of
life, but, as a Bryant University alumnus or alumna, you will always be part of the community you’ve come
to know as a home away from home.
In fact, one of the reasons you chose Bryant was because of its close-knit community. through the Bryant
University alumni association, you can stay in touch with classmates by attending class reunions, regional
alumni network events, and by joining the alumni online community. and, just as Bryant provided you
with a solid foundation for a successful career, our alumni networks will continue to support your 
professional goals.
as a Bryant student, you participated in academic, athletic, and civic events that not only provided you
with many skills but also gave you a sense of satisfaction. as a Bryant graduate, you can stay involved by
serving on University committees, advisory councils, and even the Board of trustees. You can advance
Bryant’s reputation by getting involved with admission, career services, educational, and fundraising 
initiatives. and, throughout the year, Bryant alumni gather together to reach out to their communities
through a number of volunteer programs.
Just as the Bryant community celebrated your accomplishments as a student, we will be eager to learn about
your successes. let us know when you’ve moved and what milestones you’ve reached so we can share the
good news with your Bryant classmates and friends.
Congratulations on your graduation, and welcome to the Bryant University alumni association!
academic heraldry
the history of academic dress worn today dates back to the universities of the Middle ages. a statute in
1321 required the wearing of gowns by all scholars and clerics. Probably, the warm gown and hood were
practical in the unheated buildings.
students at most american universities wore caps and gowns daily while in residence until after the Civil
War. these varied in design until they were standardized by the american Intercollegiate Commission in
1895. While the academic costume code has been modified over the years, the general characteristics of the
initial requirements still prevail. the uniform system of academic heraldry serves to indicate the level of 
degree, the field of study in which it was earned, and the institution by which it was granted. 
the gown for the bachelor’s degree has pointed sleeves and is designed to be worn closed. the gown for 
the master’s degree has an oblong sleeve and can be worn open or closed. the gown for the doctoral degree
has bell-shaped sleeves with black velvet facing down the front and three bars of the same across the sleeves.
However, these facings and crossbars may be in the color distinctive of the subject to which the degree 
pertains. 
the academic hoods are lined with the color of the university granting the degree. the length of the hood
varies slightly for bachelor’s, master’s, and doctoral degrees. It is often traditional for the candidates for de-
grees to wear the mortarboard tassel on the right front side before the degree is conferred and to shift it to
the left when the degree is awarded.
at Bryant University, the president, trustees, and honorary degree recipients wear specially-designed gold
robes trimmed with black, representative of the University’s colors.
Bryant University Board of Trustees 
chair of the board
Michael E. Fisher ’67, Managing Director (Retired), Barclays Global Investors, tucson, aZ
vice-chairs of the board
Nancy DeViney ’75, VP, organizational Change Management, IBM Corporation, somers, NY
Richard A. Plotkin, CBIZ tofias (Retired), Newport, RI
secretary of the board 
William J. Conaty ’67, senior Vice President (Retired), Corporate Human Resources,
General electric Company, North Palm Beach, Fl
members
Cristian Balestrieri ’11, ’12 MPAC, (Recent alumni trustee), PricewaterhouseCoopers,
Boston, Ma
David M. Beirne ’85, Partner, Benchmark Capital, Menlo Park, Ca  
George E. Bello ’58, ’96H, executive Vice President and Controller (Retired), 
Reliance Group Holdings, Inc., stamford, Ct
Chris W. Bodine, President, Health Care services (Retired), CVs Caremark Corporation, 
Cranston, RI
Robert P. Brown ’86, President, Bond Division, Fidelity Investments, Merrimack, NH
Robert J. Calabro ’88, tax Partner, PricewaterhouseCoopers, Boston, Ma
Richard A. Capobianco ’53, President (Retired), Credit Bureau of Connecticut, West Haven, Ct
Todd G. Carey ’00 MBA, executive Director, JPMorgan Private Bank, Boston, Ma
Thomas Celona ’69, owner, thrifty Car sales and service, Warwick, RI
Gerald F. Cerce ’69, Principal, speidel, Cranston, RI
Lisa G. Churchville ’09H, Principal, lGC advisors, Narragansett, RI
Kristen E. Collins ’09, (Recent alumni trustee), associate Director of admissions, 
adelphi University, Garden City, NY
C. Correll Durling ’75, owner, Quik Chek Food stores, Whitehouse, NJ
Sameer Kanodia ’00, ’02 MBA, executive Director, 
Datamatics Global services limited, Mumbai, India
Tricia M. Kordalski ’83, President, long elegant legs, Inc., Hillsborough, NJ
Douglas S. Krupp ’69, ’89H, Chairman, the Berkshire Group, Boston, Ma
Alberto J. LaGreca, Jr. ’76, President and owner, Rome Packing Co., Inc., 
east Providence, RI
Joanna T. Lau ’97H, Ceo and Chairwoman, lau technologies, Concord, Ma
Ronald K. Machtley, President, Bryant University, smithfield, RI
Deborah May ’07P, Wethersfield, Ct
Charles McDonald, M.D., Deparment of Dermatology, Rhode Island Hospital, 
Providence, RI  
Kristian P. Moor ’81, President and Ceo, Chartis Insurance, New York, NY
Donald R. Quattrucci ’83, Managing Director, Market Investment Director, U.s. trust, Bank of america 
Private Wealth Management, Providence, RI
Daniel Schmitt ’73, Partner (Retired) KPMG, New York, NY
Christina Shaw ’10, (Recent alumni trustee), sales operations, Metlife auto and Home, 
Multicultural sales & service, Warwick, RI
James J. Skeffington, attorney at law, edwards Wildman Palmer llP, 
Providence, RI 
Cheryl W. Snead ’06H, President and Ceo, Banneker Industries, Inc., North smithfield, RI
Shivan S. Subramaniam ’05H, Chairman and Ceo, FM Global, Johnston, RI
Janice Wilbur Sullivan, owner, Colors By Design, east Greenwich, RI
M. Anne Szostak ’02H, President and Ceo, szostak Partners, Providence, RI 
George A. Vecchione ’06H, President and Ceo, lifespan, Providence, RI  
David C. Weinstein, executive Vice President (Retired), Fidelity Investments, Boston, Ma 
Rita Williams-Bogar ’76, President and Ceo, Personal Development solutions, llC, 
Montclair, NJ
This list represents the Bryant University Board of Trustees as of April 2012.
guest services
• Restrooms are located in Residence Hall 16 and in the Bryant Center.
• the Department of Health services is located in Residence Hall 16 and will be open 
during the Commencement ceremony.
• Consessions are available in the tent behind the Bryant Center. Food and drinks are also available for
purchase in the Bryant Center, Unistructure Rotunda, and Bello Café.
• lost and Found is located in the Public safety office in the Unistructure.
• Bryant memorabilia can be purchased at the Bookstore located in the Bryant Center.
• a limited number of listener-assisted headsets are available at the sound control 
booth at the back of the tent.
Please ask an usher if you need assistance in locating any of these services.
Commencement Committee
co-chairs  
Sheila Guay, Director of Conferences 
and special events
Keith Murray, Professor of Marketing
members    
Roger Acosta, Instructional Media 
Coordinator
Paulette Allaire, secretary, Graduate school
Victoria Atkins, executive secretary, 
President’s office
Stephen Bannon, Director, Public safety
Carol Coronado, associate Director of 
Donor Relations,  Development office
Donna Harris, senior associate Director of 
alumni Relations  
Monica Houde, academic Records assistant
Richard Hurley, associate Director, 
Center for student Involvement
Lori Johnson, assistant to the Vice President 
for academic affairs
Lisa Laliberte, senior Project Manager, 
Campus Management
Andrew LaPrade, assistant Director, 
Conferences and special events
Susan McLacken, Registrar
Father Robert Marciano, Campus Ministries
Patrick McKiernan, Manager, 
Bryant Bookstore
Elizabeth O’Neil, executive Director, 
University Relations
Elizabeth Powers, assistant to the Vice 
President for academic affairs; Chair, 
Commencement awards Committee
John Rainone, assistant Director, 
Public safety
Harry Ryan, associate Director, 
Facilities Management
Claire Senecal, associate Director, 
academic Records and Registration
Kristopher Sullivan, assistant Dean, 
Graduate school
